
Enhancing Production Excellence at Taurus Engineering 
by investing in the Arburg ALS software system



Challenges of Purchasing Plastic Components

• Maintaining consistent part quality
• Managing production data
• Tooling health and maintenance
• Regulatory Compliance
• Scalability
• Change management
• Cost management

At Taurus Engineering, we understand these 
challenges.  That's why we've made a strategic 
investment in Arburg's leading-edge 
Manufacturing Execution System, also known 
as ALS (Leitrechnersystem).



Our Solution

Why We Chose Arburg's MES: At Taurus Engineering, we're committed to delivering the highest 
quality plastic components and assemblies for medical devices. To achieve this, we recognized the 
need for a robust system that could streamline our operations, enhance our efficiency, and ensure 
consistent quality. 
Continuous Improvement: The adoption of ALS is part of our ongoing commitment to continuous 
improvement. We're constantly exploring ways to leverage the system's capabilities to enhance our 
operations and deliver better products to our customers.
Our Commitment to You: By investing in Arburg's MES, we're not just improving our operations -
we're enhancing our ability to meet your needs. Whether it's delivering high-quality products, 
meeting tight deadlines, or adapting to your changing requirements, we're better equipped than ever 
to serve you.

Your vision, your standards, 
enhanced by Taurus’ innovation



Data you can trust, 
when you need it

• Data-Driven Quality Control - By seeing 
real time data and insights our team is 
able to respond quickly and proactively 
before your parts are affected.

• Detailed Documentation: Our system 
records all aspects of the production 
process, from machine settings and 
production times to operator actions. This 
enables us to take swift and effective 
corrective actions should any issues arise.

• Regulatory Assurance - Full system audit 
trail means you can trust the data months 
or even years after parts were molded.
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Ensuring Unmatched Reliability for Validated Products

At Taurus Engineering, we've transformed 
the FDA's 'special process' of injection 
molding into our signature strength. With 
the correct software and our team, we're 
not just meeting FDA standards, we're 
setting new benchmarks. 

When you collaborate with Taurus 
Engineering, you're not just engaging a 
supplier - you're gaining a partner who is as 
passionate about perfecting this 'special 
process' as you are about revolutionizing 
medical technology."



Make Your Next Molding 
Project A Success With

Taurus Engineering and Manufacturing, Inc.
1375 Willow Lake Blvd

St. Paul, MN 55110

Phone: (651) 484-9292
www.taurusengineering.net
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